Employees Speak Out:
Why They Joined • Why They Stay
Why did you choose to join the Acuity team?

“The growth opportunities and the people were two of the biggest reasons I joined. Everyone was friendly and welcoming and made me feel like they were interested in not only what I could bring to the team, but also in helping support my professional development as well.”
Acuity is always searching for bright employees with an entrepreneurial spirit, looking for a work culture where innovation is the goal, hard work is expected, and creativity is rewarded. Acuity employees enjoy competitive salaries, excellent health benefits, and a network of like-minded co-workers that drive innovation across the federal, state and local governments.

“...to be a part of an organization that was doing exciting things with technology and helping government organizations.”

Acuity’s Clients include:

- US Department of Homeland Security
- US Department of Agriculture
- US Department of State
- US Department of Energy
- US Department of Justice
- US Department of Defense
- US Department of Transportation
- US Department of Treasury
- US General Services Administration

...and Many More
“My leaders promote, sustain and model a highly collaborative, enthusiastic and positive work environment.”

Commitment to Employee Success:

We strive to create an environment where we recruit, mentor and retain talented employees who reach their full potential. By leveraging the talents of each individual and encouraging everyone to excel in high-performance teams, we create a highly motivated organization to achieve breakthrough results. Our collective experience and success allows us to make monumental advances and achieve far more important goals than would be achieved through individual performance alone.

“Acuity does a great job taking a group of individuals and creating a team! Acuity also provides an environment where people can take on new opportunities to stretch themselves and pursue new engagements and learn new skills.”
What has contributed most to your decision to stay with Acuity?

“The entrepreneurial spirit of the company... an openness to imagination and innovation, and a chance to participate in the growth and molding of an extraordinary company.”
What has contributed most to your job satisfaction?

“Although the company is growing rapidly, it still seems like a family company where people are treated with respect and appreciated.”
“...the culture of wanting to develop relationships with clients and members of our organization.”

Commitment to Integrity:

We set high standards and follow through on our commitments. We act with fairness and honesty. We are proud of how we interact with our clients, business partners and colleagues.

We are consummate professionals, transparent in our actions, straightforward and dependable. Each of us demonstrates ethical leadership—not only doing the right thing but also using company resources and trusted colleagues to validate our decisions while encouraging others to do the same.

“...leadership’s commitment to enabling me to do my job by empowering me and my team to make decisions about how to run our practice.”
If someone had told me “that the culture at Acuity was so amazing and empowering,” I would have “joined sooner!”

Commitment to Stewardship:

We strive to leave our clients, our community, and our company in a better place than where we started and carefully analyze every decision we make. We recognize true stewardship grows from the investments we make in training and development and through the creation of opportunities for our people. In the end, we must act as the owners and protectors of future generations.
If someone had told me "that the culture at Acuity was so amazing and empowering," I would have "joined sooner!"
Tammy Anderson

“I joined Acuity, Inc. to make a difference. Why will you join? I’ve spent almost a decade focusing on full lifecycle recruiting; implementing creative recruitment strategies to attract and procure the top technical talent available. Utilizing social media, the internet, and engaging in talent communities to find and connect with candidates is my specialty!”

Peter Alcantara

“My journey in recruiting began 16 years ago and has taken me through recruitment agencies, large corporations like IBM and eventually to Acuity. I’ve supported full cycle recruiting roles, led recruiting for a Strategy & Change national practice and developed a university recruiting program along the way. I joined the Acuity team December of 2011 and have enjoyed every moment of this new chapter. My role here is to help solidify the recruiting function while sourcing talented technical and management consultants to help Acuity continue its tremendous growth.”
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